Art Winter Break Assignment List:
Directions: By the end of winter break, complete any 2 assignments from this list. You can complete 2 extra assignments
for extra credit! You must:
● Use a separate sheet of paper for each drawing (or draw on both sides of one paper)
● Write your name, class, and label what number assignment you are completing.
● You will be graded on completion, effort and quality of work. Your drawings are due your first Art class
after winter break.
Self Portrait
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Best Winter Day
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Create a drawing that shows how you spent the best day of your winter break so
far.
Make sure to include a background so the viewer knows where you spent your
best day
Must - Fill the page

Design your dream outfit
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Create a drawing that shows your dream outfit.
Make sure to focus on the proportions of the clothes
Color it in to show your sense of style.

"Typography Tester"
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Draw a Self-Portrait by observing yourself in the mirror or from a photograph
Your face should be the focal point of the drawing- make sure you emphasize it
by drawing it large!

Fill the page with a variety of lettering styles. Be creative! Find a poem - a
favorite song - a favorite sayings- your favorite things...
Perhaps start with pencil (very light) then move to markers or colored pencil
Must have five or more typography styles

"Design Your Own Superhero"
Your superhero must be original. Please do not turn in Superman, Cat Woman, Spider Man,
Anime, or any other copies! Invent your own, please.

Your drawing must include color and it should take up the entire page. Include your
superhero's name, his/her superpowers and super-talents.
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Machine impossible:
What do you wish you had a machine to do for you? Make your bed? Do your
laundry? Make your dinner? Invent a machine that does a task you don’t want
to do. Include:
● A drawing/diagram of your machine.
● Provide a written explanation/labels to explain how it works!
Create your own comic strip.
Invent theses images yourself! Very important: do not copy another artist! You can
include words (lettering!), and voice or thought "bubbles!

Must have a minimum of four frames. Try not to use stick figures!

